ABSTRACT Multi-role dialogue is challenging in natural language processing (NLP), which needs not only to understand sentences but also to simulate interaction among roles. However, the existing methods assume that only two speakers are present in a conversation. In real life, this assumption is not always valid. More often, there are multiple speakers involved. To address this issue, we propose a multi-role interposition dialogue system (MIDS) that generates reasonable responses based on the dialogue context and next speaker prediction. The MIDS employs multiply role-defined encoders to understand each speaker and an independent sequence model to predict the next speaker. The independent sequence model also works as a controller to integrate encoders with weights. Then, an attention-enhanced decoder generates responses based on the dialogue context, speaker prediction, and integrated encoders. Moreover, with the help of unique speaker prediction, the MIDS is able to generate diverse responses and allow itself to join (interpose) the conversation when appropriate. Furthermore, a novel reward function and an updating policy of reinforcement learning (RL) are applied to the MIDS, which further enable MIDS the ability to write drama scripts. The experimental results demonstrate that the MIDS offers a significant improvement to the accuracy of speaker prediction and the reduction of response generation perplexity. It is also able to interact with users without cues during real-life online conversations and avoid meaningless conversation loops while generating scripts. This paper marks the first step toward multi-role humorous dialogue generation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dialogue systems are responsible for interaction between humans and machines, making them vital components of chatbots and personal assistants [1] . Existing systems can be categorized into goal-oriented dialogue and non-goaloriented chit-chat. These systems conduct short conversations with users in daily life and assist users with simple tasks such as scheduling a meeting, booking a restaurant, etc. However, these systems are built based on the assumption that humans and machines talk in a ''one on one'' manner. The machines treat different users indiscriminately, and researchers expect
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Choon Ki Ahn. them to generate responses fit for all users. This assumption makes the conversation impersonal, neglecting the speakers who give an attribute of every sentence. In fact, more than two speakers are often involved in real conversations and treating different roles as one confuses their individual standpoints, especially in multilateral negotiations. Therefore, the task of concurrently identifying speakers and recognizing speakerto-speaker relationships is a challenge for constructing a more intelligent dialogue system.
A few role-related dialogue systems have been proposed recently, such as multi-party conversations [2] , [3] , rolebased contextual models [4] , and persona-based conversation agents [5] . These works show that role-sensitive models are able to enhance the generation and avoid mundane responses by integrating roles' information with context. Dialogue generators can be tuned to act as specific roles in conversations. Also, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have been verified to be able to simulate the relationships between addressees and addressers [2] . However, previous research has either focused on predicting speakers or defining model structures with fixed numbers of roles, and existing multi-role systems [3] generate responses by choosing from a pool of limited candidates, leading to monotonous and eclipsed responses.
Inspired by the idea that roles with different backgrounds should have stable response patterns and similar speaking orders in conversation groups, we propose a multi-role interposition dialogue system (MIDS) in this paper. MIDS treats complex role relationships as a sequence prediction problem and predicts the next speaker according to the previous speaking order and the current context. Then, a new multi-encoders framework is proposed to integrates standard sequence-tosequence (seq2seq) generation with the speaker prediction as a role-controller, i.e. an additional RNN that predicts the next speaker and collectively weighs encoders. To fit the proposed framework, we mark each sentence with its speaker and design a unique encoder for each role. Finally, we feed all contextual sentences and the next speaker predictions into the decoder to generate role-defined responses, as shown in Figure 1 . To verify the proposed system, we test MIDS by comparing it with existing systems using multi-role dialogue datasets created from scripts of sitcom Friends. MIDS outperforms existing systems in both speaker prediction and sentence generation tasks. More importantly, we demonstrate that MIDS is able to effectively simulate the conditional probability of a particular person speaking and use this probability to interpose conversations and to generate more diverse responses. Then we evaluate MIDS with the mobile social platform WeChat, in which we verify the capability of adequately joining a conversation. By integrating the policy gradient of reinforcement learning (RL) [6] into MIDS, it generates more productive and meaningful dialogue turns than previous RL based dialogue systems.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
• We propose MIDS, a novel dynamic fusion framework for multi-role response generation, which utilizes speaker prediction to control the combination of role-defined encoders and the contextual attention based decoder. MIDS mines both words' and speakers' sequences and merges them into response generation. Results demonstrate that the proposed system significantly improves the speaker prediction accuracy and reduces the perplexity of response generation.
• We develop an active interaction mechanism between agents and users in multi-role conversations based on MIDS. When plugging in Wechat, MIDS, as an agent, is able to respond to target users at proper moments by mating the predicted speaker with its playing role without human cues.
• We create a new reward function and update policy for MIDS to generate script. Combining with the RL mechanism, MIDS is able to skip meaningless conversation loops and simulate the humor of the scene. Results on sitcom Friends show that MIDS effectively extends the response generation turns compared with current stateof-the-art systems. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin, in Section II, by giving the motivation and application of multi-role dialogue systems. Then, in Section III, we review the background and latest progress in dialogue generation, multi-role interaction and reinforcement learning as subtasks related to MIDS. Section IV details each component of MIDS. We evaluate their generation performance and interposition capability in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss future work in Section VI.
II. MOTIVATION AND APPLICATION
Multi-role dialogue is an extension of multi-party conversation [2] , refers to conversations in which more than two different speakers (roles) participate and each of them speaks at last once. Included in such conversations are the speakers' names and their corresponding dialogues, which are represented by two corresponding sequences in a set of structured data. Particularly, the words' sequences depend on the speakers' sequences, since the speaker's words reflect his or her character, which is specific to that speaker. However, existing dialogue generation systems ignore this relation and are only capable of either predicting the next speaker or generating a response. The two tasks could benefit each other when adequately handled in one system. Therefore, we propose MIDS in this paper to combine these two sequences in order to foster better response generation.
Moreover, we are delighted that MIDS is also able to increase response generation diversity and enable automated response by choosing a speaker and generating responses at proper times, i.e., when used for automated responses, MIDS generates responses when the predicted next speaker matches with the role that it is currently playing. Experiments verify these merits.
With the verified merits, we realize that MIDS can be integrated with RL methods to write a script. Writing drama script differs from writing articles since drama is closer to a rolesensitive dialogue and the article is similar to a language simulation. During the creation of sitcoms, scriptwriters design and analyze scenes iteratively [7] . Hence, we propose a new hybrid reward function and particular update policy to realize more human-like generation loops, e.g., humor.
Note that, the speaker refers to the static attribute of a sentence and role refers to the characteristic of a sentence. We use role in script related description, use speaker in dialogues or conversations. Both of them refer to the same input data for MIDS.
III. RELATED WORK
Exiting systems solve speaker prediction or response generation separately, and to our knowledge, no existing model is capable of handling multi-role dialogues directly, e.g. Seq2Seq [8] or RNN/CNN [9] , [10] . The proposed MIDS realizes multi-role dialogue generation by integrating three sub-tasks: dialogue generation, multi-role interaction (speaker prediction) and RL framework. Recent progress towards these subtasks is discussed as follows.
A. DIALOGUE GENERATION
Seq2Seq [8] , [11] is widely used in responses generation. Over the past years, supplementing Seq2Seq with an additional model became a hot topic, such as using auto-associative memory to improve sequence memorization [12] , applying frame-semantic parsing or additional context to enhance encoders [13] , [14] and employing affectbased objective functions to optimize the decoder [15] . Besides, Sriram et al. [16] utilize cold fusion to accelerate Seq2Seq's convergence and achieve better generalizations. Gehring et al. [17] equip each decoder layer with a separate attention module. Specifically, in Seq2Seq model, the encoder reads the input sequence x, transforms it into a sequence of hidden state h j and the decoder computes each conditional probability p(y i |y 1 , y 2 , . . . y i−1 , x) as:
A(
where s i represents the hidden state of the decoder, h i represents the hidden state of the encoder and α ij h j represents the weighted annotation called the attention mechanism. A, an alignment function, is commonly created by a feedforward neural network.
B. MULTI-ROLE INTERACTION
Most previous work in multi-role interaction is restricted to multi-turn two-party dialogues [18] - [21] . There are only a few pioneering works that attempt to solve the multi-role interaction problem. For example, Ouchi and Tsuboi [2] propose a dual encoder model using one RNN to predict responses and the other to choose among candidate responses.
Given input data x = (c, s, r) (context, sender, response candidates), the model calculates the probability of addressee a and response r with these two functions:
where h c represents a context vector, h q represents a candidate response vector, and w represents parameter matrixes. More recently, Zhang et al. [3] introduce a speaker interaction system to process the relationship among speakers. They modify Equation (4) to be concatenated with correct response r and ground truth addressee a adr :
However, such work solves the multi-role dialogue problem using retrieval responses and treats response sentences as a candidate pool. These responses lack variety and vitality in the view of real-life dialogue, and it also lacks extensibility to fit different numbers of roles and new situations.
C. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
In order to deal with the limitations of training data and the diversity of response generation, researchers introduce reinforcement learning [6] and Generative Adversarial Networks [22] into dialogue systems. Similar to RL, rewardbased supervision as the dialogue partner during the conversation is proposed by Weston [23] to guide the generation. RL is also applied to a collection of composable modules parameters learning [24] . In order to compute a valid reward, a dialogue policy is proposed alongside the reward via active learning [25] . Guo [26] uses the deep Q networks (DQN) to decode the sequence iteratively. A milestone work [6] enlightens researchers by defining a set of three exclusive rewards:
where r 1 , r 2 and r 3 represent answering ease, information flow and semantic coherence respectively. p s2s denotes the likelihood output by Seq2Seq models and N S denotes the length of the target sentence. We inherit the RL framework from existing systems [6] , [26] - [29] to construct a running loop for the script writing task.
IV. METHOD
In this section, we describe each of the five components of MIDS in detail. In Section IV-A, we detail how the multi-role encoders handle each role. Then the context-based decoder combines multi-role encoders with speaker prediction to generate responses, as shown in Section IV-B. In order to merge VOLUME 7, 2019 the speakers and word sequences, a novel loss function is proposed, as described in Section IV-C. We explain the interposition mechanism in Section IV-D. We discuss the updating policy and humor reward functions of RL in Section IV-E. The combination of these components constructs the multirole dialogue system, as shown in Figure 2 . The left yellow part of MIDS is the encoder that contains three embedding processors for dialogue context(all roles' utterances), roles' name sequence, and the latest role's utterance. These processors are represented as in blue, yellow, dark rectangle respectively and the outputs of them are feed to decoder part as initial states and input vectors. The initial states are from the weighted states of all role defined encoders, and the input vectors are the concatenation of role name prediction and the latest utterance. The right part of MIDS is the decoder structure, which shows the inference process to demonstrate how the concatenated input vectors are produced. 
A. MULTI-ROLE ENCODERS AND CONTROLLER
Different from previous work, which only employs an encoder as both sender and observer, we build three types of RNNs to encode structured input data for different tasks: 1) a set of role-number encoders (LSTMs) that encode each corresponding roles' utterance; 2) an extra contextual RNN (bi-LSTM) that encodes all speakers' utterance; 3) a speaker LSTM that encodes speaking order (speaker sequence) as a controller. As illustrated in the left part of Figure 2 .
, L p i represents the collection of roles' utterance, in which sentence p i consists of n words: p i = {w i,1 , w i,2 , . . . w i,n }, and all roles in this scene form a sequence L sp = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . r j }. The first encoders process each role's utterance into vectors, and update the hidden states of each of the corresponding LSTMs recurrently:
where the W words is word embedding matrix and Sc p i contains the states of all role defined encoders as show in blue rectangle state in left of Figure 2 . Then the extra RNN (bi-LSTM) embeds all utterance together as a listener vector en ctx in the same manner (output of RNN ctx ): 
Thus, we extract three vectors from the original data, respectively representing each role's utterance, the context information, and the speakers' sequence. Note that probability in this paper refers to the output of softmax, which often wraps neural networks and be not explicitly shown in equations or figures. Besides, the role defined encoders could be created according to the number of roles, and the relative role's utterance is necessary for a dataset.
B. CONTEXTUAL ATTENTION GENERATION
Response sentences y are generated based on the utterance of all previous speakers s ctx and the states of all roles Sc p i weighted by the next speaker prediction v sp . Accurately, the contextual generator switches among different roles to predict the utterance of the potential speaker in the current context: (10) where s i is the hidden state of decoder, initialized with the hidden state of contextual encoder s ctx , and c * i is the attentionenhanced context extracted from Sc p i . y 1 , y 2 , . . . y i represent the response sequence and the input of decoder. In training y 1,2,..i−1 is the target tokens, while in testing it is the generated response tokens from previous. We improve the standard attention function in Equation (2) as follows:
where y * i−1 represents the concatenated input of decoder, that is concatenation of the response (target) and the next speaker prediction v sp as shown in Figure 2 . α ij is same with Equation (2) . RA represents the role selection function Re-enhanced Attention, according to the conditional probability of next speaker (v sp in Equation (9)). The conditional probability is calculated based on previous name sequence L sp as shown in Equation (9) . This helps the decoder switch its current state to the preferred role as illustrated in Figure 2 concatenated with output embedding of speaker prediction Emb(softmax(v sp )) or output of convoluted context CNN (en ctx ). We evaluate them respectively in experiment.
C. LOSS FUNCTION
To realize both speaker prediction and sentence generation synchronously, we define the loss function L of MIDS, which consists of two parts: the sentence generation loss L g and the speaker prediction loss L p . Each of them is calculated by cross-entropy during training:
Here, the optimization objective for updating the parameters θ is to maximize the log-likelihood of the generated words concerning training data D. The parameter η is a subset of θ and represents the speaker prediction model. Note that, the actual speaker is used to train η during training and α is a learnable parameter. During inference, the sentence generator relies on the speaker prediction to respond to users.
D. ACTIVE INTERPOSITION
Existing interaction between dialogue systems and users is clumsy and passive; the systems generate sentences in turns or by users' cues, such as language trigger instruction ''hey, Siri'', trigger sign ''@'' et al. We entrust the designed controller (Equation (9)) with an additional duty: choosing the proper time to join an ongoing conversation. Based on the output of Equation (9), we define the interpose action as:
MIDS will output the predicted sentences to conversations only when the predicted next speaker r pred matches with the role that MIDS is currently playing. Thus the conversations will not be roughly interrupted by agents, and the interposition time can be learned from the relationship of roles and dialogue interaction history.
E. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING GENERATION
In this subsection, we detail the proposed RL module, which is the RL component of MIDS. The state of RL is denoted by the previous scene S c , which is further transformed to a vector representation (listener vector en ctx ) by feeding all sentences p i into RNN ctx in Equation 8. The action of RL refers to the response generated on the condition of a certain role. We estimate the parameters by policy gradient: a probability distribution over actions given an RL state.
The RL module system consists of the scene generation agent and the scene judgment audiences. The audiences judge a scene S c instead of each generated sentence y i . The parameters of MIDS are optimized to generate valuable scenes, e.g., humorous and meaningful dialogue for audiences. Note that MIDS could work well without the RL module, the proposed RL is utilized to feed the scene recurrently and automatically according to the proposed update policy. The audiences score the scene under a given reward function R MIDS . The reward function is designed to prolong the generated script, while the end point of a script is defined by a nonsense generated response. The proposed RL module is activated based on the trained MIDS. In a timeline, the RL loss function is utilized after the MIDS's loss function in Equation 13 , and only in the script writing task.
1) UPDATE POLICY
In order to adapt MIDS to new scenes, we construct S c i+1 by updating scene S c i with the generated sentences p i+1 and the next speaker prediction r i+1 . As shown in Figure 3 , the input sentence vectors L p i is iteratively masked by speaker sequence L sp . For example, when Joey (J) is the next speaker, the generated answer Answer1 will be assigned to Joey in L p i and the last speaker Monica (M), and her corresponding utterance will be dequeued. If the predicted speaker is already in L sp , we then update his utterance in L p i with the new generated answer. The new scene S c i+1 is iteratively fed to MIDS as input. The left is updated to the right using next speaker J and generated Answer1. Last speaker in context, M, is then dequeued from the role sequence. This process occurs recurrently and consistently for each of the three roles and provides each role the same chance to speak.
2) REWARD FUNCTION
We propose the humor of scenes as a reward to guide response generation while previous researchers focus on judging every single response directly. Additionally, writing drama script needs more innovative output than in common ''one-on-one'' dialogue. Consequently, we define the creativity of a scene as the number of meaningful responses upon full traversal of the sequence L sp . We detail the simulation as follows.
3) HUMOR OF SCENE
Humor is a subjective criterion and there are many funny scenes voting on Quora 1 and Ranker. 2 MIDS is expected to generate more similar scenes to attract the audience. Hence we construct a data set from the top 50 funniest scenes voted by audiences as an optimization direction. The reward function is defined by Euclidean Distance as:
where the S g denotes the generated scene from the last circle and S humor represents these humorous scenes voted online. The audience's feedback of a scene is represented by en ctx from Equation (8) . P(en ctx |S humor ) denotes the raw probabilities vector of listener. That is, P(en ctx |S humor ) is the output of RNN ctx (W words * S humor ). This reward function is proposed based on the assumption that there is a tensor could express humor in language space, and the most humorous scenes are closer to this humorous tensor than other generated scenes.
The distance between them should be as smaller as possible.
4) CREATIVITY OF GENERATION
Sound response generation is expected to draw more attention from other roles. That is to get more responses from other roles in the dialogue. In this way, MIDS could keep the scene moving towards open topics that could take more roles to participate in. Hence, we define the reward of creativity using role sequence to avoid redundant and meaningless responses:
where the N sp denotes the role number in the scene and P(w i,n |S c , L sp ) denotes the generated responses w i,n of role i in scene S c with different role sequence L sp . The Set function deletes the reduplicative responses, and Length function counts the number of different responses. Finally, the reward of MIDS can be calculated as follows:
R MIDS_RL = R humor C R creativity (17) In this section, we have depicted the main components of MIDS: the multi-role encoders, the contextual attention generator, and the RL extension modules. Together with these components, we detailed the particular loss function and active interposition mechanism.
V. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate MIDS, we design three types of experiments: 1) simulation of multi-role dialogue to compare with existing dialogue systems; 2) verifying the interposition ability of MIDS in online dialogue groups; 3) writing Friends script using the proposed RL policy and reward function.
The datasets and configuration of experiments are detailed in sections V-A and V-B. In Section V-C, we test each of the three features of MIDS in detail: speaker prediction accuracy, response generation perplexity, and effectiveness of role controller. We also evaluate MIDS using human judgment in the online social media platform WeChat and demonstrate its active interposition ability in multi-role dialogue in Section V-D. In Section V-E, we evaluate the script writing capability of MIDS by counting the number of meaningful response generation turns as an evaluation indicator.
A. DATASETS
We construct a collection of multi-role scenes extracted from the scripts of Friends 3 [30] in which each sentence is naturally attributed to its speaker. The six leading roles in Friends: Monica, Joey, Chandler, Phoebe, Rachel, and Ross have relatively similar speaking times which are significantly longer than that of other characters, as shown in Figure 4 . The relative balance speaking chance makes each role's decoder be trained well. 70 percent of scenes involve more than 2 roles and are chosen as the experimental dataset. In order to control the length of context, we split scenes into multi-role dialogue clips by applying a dynamic slide window according to the number of roles in each scene. Additionally, we pad absent characters to allow the use of data batches, as shown in Table 1 . Finally, a total of 8577 scene clips are selected out of 12252 and are then randomly split to training, validation, and testing. The number of training, validation, and testing sets are 6861, 857, 857, respectively. 
B. TRAINING DETAILS
The role encoder is a three-layer LSTM and the contextual encoder is a three-layer bi-LSTM, both with 100 cells. Speaker prediction RNN applies three-layer GRU units with 150 cells. Hyperparameters of MIDS are optimized by grid search and are set as follows 4 :
• Batch size is set to 128.
• Learning rate is initialized to 0.001, as optimized by Adam.
• Parameters are initialized by sampling from uniform distribution [−0.1, 0.1].
• Gradients are clipped with threshold set to 5.
• Dropout rate is set to 0.2.
• Number of attention head is set to 3. The experiments are conducted on a Tesla P100 GPU with 16 GB memory. We evaluate the model every 20 epochs in training. Each epoch consumes about 200 seconds. The signal for early stopping in training is set to when three continuous increases in evaluation losses occur. The chat simulating and script writing tasks are processed based on the trained model using both training and validation datasets without early stop.
C. MULTI-ROLE DIALOGUE SIMULATION
In this section, we verify the three components of MIDS sequentially: speaker prediction accuracy, generation quality, and effectiveness of speaker prediction.
1) SPEAKER PREDICTION
We utilize a correlation heat map of roles to illustrate the speaker prediction result. Each speaker is mapped to a vector that is then added to the roles in the speaker's context, and the result is shown in Figure 5 . Hence, we get a correlation matrix with each line representing the probability of a specific role responding. Because the interaction of roles in a group is related to their relationships, these relationships can be determined from the frequency of the speakers' presence in the same conversation [31] . In the correlation matrix, a deeper color indicates a higher probability of speaking. For example, when Chandler is speaking, we can observe that Monica has a higher probability than others to react with him.
As shown in Figure 6 , the right matrix illustrates the correlation of predicted next speakers and their contextual speakers after 1000 epochs. This matrix shows significant similarity with the ground truth matrix on the left, which demonstrates that the next speaker prediction component is effective in MIDS. For example, Phoebe and Rachel have more interaction with Monica than with others; supporting roles (others) interact with supporting roles more frequently than others.
Additionally, we compare the accuracy of the next speaker prediction with state-of-the-art systems [2] , [3] as shown in Table 2 . With dialogue contextual information obtained by Equation 9 , MIDS achieves the highest role prediction accuracy of 79.32% out of existing systems. 
2) SENTENCE GENERATION
We train and test sentence generation models using the same dataset and the same hyperparameters (as shown in Section V-B) without pre-training. The performance of response generation is shown in Table 3 . A sound generation results in a relatively low perplexity and higher bleu score [8] .
We can see that our MIDS models achieve generally better results compared with other systems [8] , [30] . Moreover, speaker prediction benefits response generation by comparing MIDS_attention with MIDS_sp+atten, leading to the lowest perplexity of 59.67 in our experiments. That is because the result of speaker prediction restricts or narrows the word searching space in sentence generation. Specifically, Figure 7 shows the training process of four MIDS variants. We can see that both attention and speaker prediction help the model reduce the overfitting of response generation. The beam search method is added to the model, which is without the speaker prediction and attention function, to compare the effect of speaker prediction and attention function in row MIDS_beam. We can see that the pure beam search function benefits the model less than the speaker and attention. At last, we add all beneficial methods to MIDS, as shown in row MIDS_sp+atten+beam of Table 3 . Besides, we also try to merge the contextual utterance into generation by feed context into a CNN module which outputs the features of context and is without speaker as input. The contextual feature then plays the role of en ctx in Equation 8 . The CNN consists of two convolutions and two max-pooling layers and fails to get better results. That could be attributed to the fact that, in multi-role conversations, the identity of the speaker can be more important than what is actually said. In Table 4 , we give a response generation example.
TABLE 4.
An example scene generated by MIDS and Seq2Seq model. The response given by MIDS produces a greater chance for the conversation to be continued. Seq2Seq generates a common response and lacks speaker prediction.
TABLE 5.
Responses generated by MIDS with dynamic speaker sequence. Changing the input speaker sequence effects speaker prediction and corresponding responses. The input sentences are shown in left upper, the generated sentence is shown in left bottom, the input speakers' names is shown in right upper and the predicted speaker's name is shown in right bottom.
3) EFFECTIVENESS OF ROLE CONTROLLER
The proposed role controller is responsible for role prediction and modifying generation based on this prediction. To explore the effectiveness of role controller in the generation, we choose samples randomly from the dataset and synthesize its speaker sequence. As shown in Table 5 , altering the role sequence in context causes the prediction of different speakers and influences response generation. For example, if we synthesize the speaker sequence to be ''Ross, Others, Phoebe'' of the same sentences, three different responses are generated with different predicted speakers ''Chandler, Monica, Rachel''. This phenomenon occurs in all scenes with different degrees of changing response generation. It corroborates the function of role controller, and could also be used as a method to increase the response diversity.
D. DIALOGUE GROUP INTERPOSITION
Subsequently, we apply MIDS to online dialogue groups to explore MIDS's interposition ability. MIDS successfully joins the group conversation and conducts natural interactions with the other six speakers, which are unnoticed to the users. As shown in Figure 9 , with the interposition strategy (Section IV-D), MIDS is able to select the proper times to push responses without external cues.
During this conversation, we record the number of responses generated and the human-evaluated scores (total 0-5 points). In human evaluation, we ask the reviewers to judge each response in three criteria: semantic coherence (0-2.0 points), syntactic validity (0-2.0 points), and ability of expression (0-1.0 points). Compared with the standard Seq2Seq dialogue system [8] , results are shown in Table 6 and Figure 8 . MIDS obtains higher user evaluation scores and generates more meaningful turns. To valid the distribution of humans' scores, we perform a T-test on these user scores between Seq2Seq and MIDS. The result is P = 0.0319(< 0.05), which indicates that there is a significant difference between the two scores. Note that the end of turns is defined as when a senseless response is generated or when any user questions the reality of the agent.
E. SCRIPT WRITING
Since the extraordinary capabilities of MIDS, we also exam it with the challenging script-writing task. As shown in Table 8 , MIDS is able to generate more diverse sentences by altering the role sequence. The diverse generations enable higher probability to avoid meaningless dialogue loops. We compare the total length of scripts generated by MIDS with Two-Agents [6] and standard Seq2Seq [8] in Table 7 . MIDS generates more sustainable and natural scenes in comparison. Note that, the end of the simulated dialogue is defined as when unacceptable or nonsense responses appear, such as ''I do not understand'' or ''hello'' occurring more than once. The result of average writing turns is computed by setting the model's parameters back to the initial trained state recurrently, and then we count the turns of generated scenes. The initial trained state comes from the loss L in Equation 13 .
Additionally, the diversity of response generations also enables diverse storylines. As shown in Figure 10 , by choosing different speakers and their responses manually, we are able to construct diverse scenes. Specifically, by setting Chandler as the next speaker in a short scene, we could steer the conversation towards a different direction than if we set Monica as the next speaker: Chandler tends to be sarcastic with others, while Monica is warm and friendly.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a multi-role interposition dialogue system MIDS that merges speaker prediction with sentence generation to realize natural and diverse multi-role dialogue. The multirole encoders and role controller simulate interaction of roles, and the contextual attention generator responses users actively according to adequate context and the predicted speakers.
Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed system achieved substantial gains in speaker prediction accuracy and significant improvements in response generation perplexity, which reached the state of the art 79.32% and 59.67, respectively. The qualitative analysis further proved the effectiveness of the speaker prediction and interposition mechanisms. After being integrated with the proposed RL, MIDS is able to write short scripts with humor. However, since the definition of humor is difficult even for a human, and the metric of dialogue generation is limited, in the script writing task, we test the number of generation turns as a metric and MIDS achieves better performance than other conventional seq2seq models. Quantized evaluation for generation is needed but unsatisfied so far.
In future work, one potential extension of this work is in validating whether generated utterance belongs to a particular speaker. In our experiments, we observed that changing speakers could alter the response generated, but whether such responses match their speaker's character or personality was not verified. Another exciting direction for further research is defining a storyline controller to manage the dialogue progress automatically. Finally, the controller could be manipulated by integrating with inferred shared visual attention cues, so as to realize multi-model MIDS.
APPENDIX
In Table 9 , we give more examples generated by MIDS to demonstrate the interaction between speaker prediction and corresponding responses. These examples have dynamic roles and static input sentences; MIDS predicts different speakers and generates role-defined responses. Note that in some examples, the generation contains a contextual role's name while do not mention voiceless speakers, which presents the role-sensitive character of MIDS.
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